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IMPORTANCE OF ....
The Gemara (Berachos 54a) relates that Mar b. Ravina was
thirsting for water in the valley of Aravos when miraculously, a
well was created for him. Another time, in the marketplace of
Mechuza, a wild camel fell on him and miraculously, the wall of
a house opened, providing him with an escape. When Mar would
pass by Aravos, he would recite a brocho, blessing Hashem for
"the miracle in Aravos and with the camel", and when in
Mechuza, his brocho would be for "the miracle with the camel
and in Aravos". The Rosh comments how from here we see that
one must mention all one’s miracles each time one passes by the
location of any one of them. The MaHaram Padua notes that in
this regard, the 30-day rule should apply, and any miracle that
occurred (or whose location was passed) within the last 30 days
should not be mentioned in the brocho being said over an older
miracle. The Baal HaTurim states that upon returning from
Yaakov's burial, Yosef passed the pit he had been thrown into by
his brothers and recited the brocho: vzv ouenc xb hk vaga. The
brothers reacted with ;xuh ubnyah uk, assuming that Yosef still
hated them. Was not Yosef obligated to say the brocho ? The
MaHaram Padua explains that the brothers would have expected
Yosef to mention his miraculous escape from Pharaoh's jail in the
brocho as well. The fact that he left it out indicated to them that
his purpose in saying the brocho was more to display his
animosity towards them. Why did they react this way only upon
the return trip to Egypt ? Should they not have been alarmed on
the way to Goren HaAtad as well, when Yosef might have only
mentioned the pit ? However, having just left Egypt, it would
have been within 30 days of Yosef's having seen the prison. As
such, no mention would have been expected. After the kusd spxn

and scf kct, in which all the kings of Canaan participated,
presumably 30 days would have passed by, necessitating mention
of both miracles. Leaving it out was therefore significant to them.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
One is obligated to allow his Rebbi (or anyone greater) to precede
him through a door. A minute later, with no change in
circumstances, through the same door, he need not. Why ?

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:
(How could a Kohen & Chalal be born to the same parents with no change ?)
The Knesses HaGedolah (z"gvt 7:34) states that if a Kohen
divorces his pregnant wife and then remarries her before she
gives birth, the baby, when born, will be a bona fide Kohen,
having been conceived legally. Their next child will be a Chalal.

DIN'S CORNER:
One may step on spittle in the course of walking on Shabbos,
provided he does not go out of his way to do so and providing he
just steps on it, but does not rub it into the ground. (MB 316:51 )

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....
The Gemara (Moed Katan 27b) quotes R' Yochanan's statement
that all are required to rise in honor of the Nasi, except for an
Aveil (mourner) and a sick person. The Levush (s"uh 376) suggests
that this is because both are absorbed in their pain and are
therefore Potur from this obligation. The Shevus Yaakov (1:26)
based on this Levush, considers whether this Halacha exempting
an Aveil from rising extends to Tisha B'Av, where all are deemed
to be Aveilim. If the rationale is trgms tsry (preoccupied with
pain), it stands to reason that on Tisha B'Av, where the Aveilus is
ancient, the pain is not current or sufficient to exempt one from
rising for Kavod, particularly since the Shulchan Aruch (j"ut
554:12) rules that one may go through water up to one's neck on
Tisha B'Av to greet one's teacher or father. Thus, we see that
giving Kavod is still very much in force on Tisha B'Av. However,
the Gemara (Kesubos 6b) clearly states that an Aveil is obligated
in all mitzvos except for Tefillin, proving that tsry itself is not a
workable rationale to exempt in any case. It must be therefore,
that the Aveil’s Petur from rising for Kavod is based on the
Gemara (Kidushin 32b) which derives from ,rsvu oue, vcha hbpn

that rising is only obligatory where it bestows honor. Thus, just as
it bestows no honor to rise in a bathroom, it likewise bestows no
honor to have rise an Aveil who is sitting dustily on the floor, or a
person lying in a sickbed. In that respect, on Tisha B'Av, when we
are all sitting on the floor, we should also be Potur from having
to rise. Certainly, if one wishes to rise he may, as is apparent from
the Posuk: vynv atr kg ktrah uj,ahu - Yaakov bowed towards
Yosef, even though he was sick in bed. In fact, the Gemara
(Moed Katan ibid) adds that all who have risen before the Nasi
should be told to sit down, except for the Aveil and sick person,
for if they did rise and were told to sit, it would seem as if they
were being told to sit and wallow in their misery.

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  

An old woman traveled from Hungary to Eretz Yisroel to daven at the 

grave of R' Avrohom Shaag. She explained to R' Avrohom's grandson 

that her mother had been a maid in R' Avrohom's home. One day, R' 

Avrohom accepted money from someone for safekeeping but 

distractedly, instead of putting it in the drawer he had designated, he 

stuck the envelope in the Sefer he was learning from and promptly 

forgot about it. When the owner returned for the money, and R' 

Avrohom could not find it, he went out and borrowed the money, 

asking his wife to keep an eye on the maid (whom he suspected), 

without mentioning why. Before Pesach, when cleaning the Seforim, R' 

Avrohom found the money. Calling in the maid, he admitted that he had 

wrongfully suspected her and asked her to forgive him, offering her 

anything she wished. The maid forgave him, asking only that he bless 

her with a child after 25 barren years.  "I am that child !" the woman 

concluded, "and I am fulfilling my mother's last wish to daven here".  

P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored by the Fuerst family.


